That Was The Week That Was Week 1
April 15, 2011
If this column sucks... I’m sorry, I didn’t hear about the House signing a budget last night. I totally
though TWTW was a non-essential part of the league!
Good morning Capital and Federal Leagues, and welcome to this special “Opening Week” edition of That
Was the Week That Was. Despite days of rain, the clouds parted on Wednesday and, we had great week
of kickball and a nice start to ANOTHER awesome season.
Without further ado, here are…
THIS WEEK'S RESULTS:
WEDNESDAY:
Multiple Scoregasms Federal - Multiple Scoregams Capital (FORFEIT)
Balls of Glory 13 - Kickers and Screamers 1
GFYITP 12 - #Winning 1
Derelict My Balls 7 - Playing for Daddies 1
GTB 2 - Kick Heads 1
THURSDAY:
Balls to the Mall 5 - 99 Problems 0,
Bureaucrats with Balls 4 - Cool Name Pending 1,
In the Pink 5 - Here for Beer 4,
Swamp Donkeys 3 – Head First Into Third Base 1,
Inglorious Bastards 15 – I’d Hit It… Again 0,
Scotchatory Tape 2 - Kicktators 0
Which makes the STANDINGS look like this:
WEDNESDAY CONFERENCE
Multiple Scoregasms Federal 1 0 0 0 (0)
Balls of Glory 1 0 0 0 (1)
Derelict My Balls 1 0 0 0 (1)
G.T.B. 1 0 0 0 (1)
Kick Heads 0 1 0 0 (2)
Playing for Daddies 0 1 0 0 (7)
Kickers and Screamers 0 1 0 0 (13)
Multiple Scoregams Capital 0 1 0 1 0

THURSDAY CONFERENCE
Balls to the Mall 1 0 0 0 (0)
Inglorious Bastards 1 0 0 0 (0)
Scotchatory Tape 1 0 0 0 (0)
Bureaucrats with Balls 1 0 0 0 (1)
GFYITP 1 0 0 0 (1)
Swamp Donkeys 1 0 0 0 (1)
In the Pink! 1 0 0 0 (4)
Kicktators 0 1 0 0 (2)
Head First Into Third Base 0 1 0 0 (3)
Cool Name Pending 0 1 0 0 (4)
99 Problems 0 1 0 0 (5)
Here for Beer 0 1 0 0 (5)
#Winning 0 1 0 0 (12)
I’d Hit It Again 0 1 0 0 (15)

* Remember that Tie Breakers are based on Forfeits, Head to Head Matches, Common Opponents, and
then Runs Allowed. At no point is Runs Scored taken into account.

Expanded standings are available at the website, and on Tuesday in the Ghost Man On Third.
GAME(s) OF THE WEEK
The Game of the Week even before it was played was Capital’s MULTIPLE SCOREGAMS vs. Federal’s
MULTIPLE SCOREGASMS. Much to everyone’s amazement, no one can get over these 2 teams.
Complete strangers. Same Night. Same Name. Same Color. How can you NOT have that as the Week 1
game of the week?
Of course, at 6:45 PM on Wednesday, that turned out to be a bad call. You see – MSC didn’t have
enough women show up. And just like that, we have our first forfeit – on week 1!
So our hopes and dreams of watching Multiple Multiple Scoregasms was denied… but not quite.
Thankfully this IS kickball, and we all did come out here to have fun. So a Scoregasm Scrimmage broke
out! Talk of the Scoregasm Scrimmage was heard all over the world – at least as far as… the softball
field next to us.
So while MSF came first (to the field you sicko!), In the end MSF was the team to finish (man… the bad
puns are endless!) Final Score of the Scoregasm Scrimage: MSF 2 – MSC 1
MISSING PERSONS
Women of MULTIPLE SCOREGASMS CAPITAL. Last Seen… never. Maybe they heard they were
furloughed and took a week vacation. Or maybe they’re still sitting on the Red Line waiting for the train
to move.
OTHER NOTE WORTHY GAMES
All of the fields on Wednesday Night had standing water on them. Strike 1 against the Washington
Momument’s new drainage system. These fields proved to be quite the game changer for the KICK
HEADS – GTB game. Balls were slippery, people ate it trying to make it base, and one girl actually tried to
catch the ball only to have it slip out of her arms and nail her right in the face. Not to mention, daylight
quickly dwindled and players turned from human to a blur of black dots and colors.
BALLS TO THE MALL came out primed and ready to rock Capital 2011 and they came up big. Taking the
early 2-0 lead in the first inning adding another in 2nd and another 2 to finish out the game. Things
looked tough at times with many 99 PROBLEMS in scoring position but BttM was able to shut them out
with a 5-0 win.
In the game of Rookie Capital teams vs. each other, you had KICKTATORS vs. SCOTCHATORY TAPE.
Oddly enough, the game got started without refs. I know this as I was on the sideline talking to the ref.
No worries. We looked over as saw them – playing. The Rookie teams were ready to do this that they
didn’t need any supervision. In fact, SCOTCHATORY TAPE immediately kicked a HOME RUN against the
KICTATORS. Seriously, the first kick of the game. Never fear though! Apparently the KICKTATORS don't
kick taters for nothing though, and they rallied together to form a cohesive unit shortly after. Their new
band of brothers and sisters stiffened up and matched the competition the rest of the game. Darkness
forced the game to be called an inning short of maturity, and they never had the full opportunity to
overcome a 2-0 deficit.

PLAY (s) OF THE WEEK
It was 5th inning during the COOL NAME PENDING and BUREAUCRATS WITH BALLS game, CNP was on a
kicking streak. With two outs it was CPT on CPT (I just learned CPT is the army abbreviation for Captain),
pitcher vs. batter. Ginger had a great be-line kick down third. Third baseman “Mac the house” picked
up the ball and nailed Ginger one step before the base with a 25 yard throw to end the game.
PLAYERS(s) OF THE WEEK
MULTIPLE SCOREGASM FEDERAL’s Darren and Tebbe for some solid ball skills.
COOL NAME PENDING’s MVP of the game goes to Jimmy for stepping up in his first game of Kickball ever
and making 3 plays at 3rd base. While they didn't win the game, Jimmy kept them from loosing really
badly.
“THAT GUY” OF THE WEEK
INGLORIOUS BASTARD Biel threatened to play topless since he didn't have a size Medium Shirt. Biel
managed to step it up yet again when he called out the BUREAUCRAT WITH BALL first base referee and
said "Hey tough guy! How did you make that call from way back there?" Turns out the tough guy
actually just got back from Afghanistan.
THESE INGLORIOUS BASTARDS ACTUALLY LIVED THROUGH WW2
Eddie and Mike G of INGLORIOUS BASTARDS took a moment to realize that it has been a combined 18
years since they played their first DC Capital Game. They realized that everybody from back when they
started is now married with kids, and they are hanging out with 22 year old girls doing shots (advantage
them!).
PLAYA(s) OF THE WEEK
Kelly from Federal’s MULTIPLE SCOREGASMS for talking to just about everyone at the Exchange.
THIS WEEK’S HAN SOLO CUP FLICKING RESULTS
WEDNESDAY:
Multiple Scoregams Federal 5 – Multiple Scoregams Capital 0
Balls of Glory 5 – Kickers and Screamers 0
GFYITP 5 - #Win 0
Derelict My Balls 5 – G.T.B. 4
THURSDAY:
Balls to the Mall 5 - 99 Problems 1,
Cool Name Pending 5 - Bureaucrats with Balls 3
In the Pink 5 - Here for Beer 3,
Head First into Third Base 5, Swamp Donkeys 1
Inglorious Bastards 5 - IHI 0
Scotchatory Tape 5 - Kicktators 3

Which makes the STANDINGS look like this:
Balls of Glory 1 0 (+5)
GFYITP 1 0 (+5)
Inglorious Bastards 1 0 (+5)
Multiple Scoregasms Federal 1 0 (+5)
Balls to the Mall 1 0 (+4)
Head First Into Third Base 1 0 (+4)
Cool Name Pending 1 0 (+2)
In the Pink! 1 0 (+2)
Scotchatory Tape 1 0 (+2)
Derelict My Balls 1 0 (+1)
Kick Heads 0 0 (0)
Playing For Daddies 0 0 (0)
GTB 0 1 (-1)
Bureaucrats with Balls 0 1 (-2)
Here For Beer 0 1 (-2)
Kictators 0 1 (-2)
99 Problems 0 1 (-2)
Swamp Donkeys 0 1 (-4)
#Winning 0 1 (-5)
I’d Hit It Again 0 1 (-5)
Kickers and Screamers 0 1 (-5)
Multiple Scoregasms Capital 0 1 (-5)
*The All-Star Han Solo Cup Flipping Tournament mid-season is based on the above standings
Expanded standings are available on Tuesday in the Ghost Man On Third.
FLIPCUP ALL-STARS
Flip Cup Honorable Mention: Although BUREACRATS WITH BALLS lost its first ever flip-cup dual to the
sound COOL NAME PENDING opponents, BwB emerged with a grand fearless leader. With her deadly
one flip shot, Colleen O'Connor led BwB with only 9 flips total over 8 rounds of play.
A certain SWAMP DONKEY woman beat a certain newsletter editor at a 3-cup flip-off. That newsletter
editor was not available for comment.
FLIPCUP???
Apparently some flipcup was played after the games. WAKA can’t actually organize drinking games and
force you to participate, but we can’t organize a tribute to the great Han Solo!!
INTRA-TEAM HOOK UP WARNING
From SWAMP DONKEYS: “Despite a warning to our team not to hook up with each other... we had our
first team hookup (at least that we all know about). Once the hangover kicks off and the embarrassment
kicks in remember- you were warned!”

GOLDEN KICKBALL UPDATE
The Golden Kickball goes to the team at the end of the season that shows the most team spirit including
chants, cheers, and props. Let’s take a look at the spirit from this week:
Although the BUREAUCRATS WITH BALLS team color is designated chocolate black, 99% of Americans
who know their colors would call the shirts brown (technically 100% but someone had to have made the
shirts). The team has adopted the new color with its new cheer “Brown holding it down.”
COOL NAME PENDING returned this season with Miley Cyrus. A new addition this season is a vuvuzela..
but 3 hours later, it was grabbed by Matt from HEAD FIRST FROM THIRD BASE and bent over his knee.
After Matt was released from CNP’s Craig’s death grip head lock, he claimed “The bartender made me
do it!” The vuvuleza, though slightly bent, lived to see another week.
QUOTABLES
“Eventually we found the Scotchatory Tapists with their burnt Sienna t-shirts plotting their next ‘tape’.”
- KICKTATORS, latest TAPE victium.
“Considering our team hardly knew one another going into tonight, we were really damn social: dancing,
yelling, cheering, making fun of each other, dudes hitting on chicks, chicks hitting on dudes, chicks
hitting on chicks, dudes hitting on dudes, dudes hitting on cardboard cutouts of Miley Cyrus.” KICKATORS
SHOUTOUTS
MULTIPLE SCORGASMS SQUARED. This is actually making me believe that I was tripping on acid more so
now. I love MSF’s boombox man who thinks it is appropriate to give every kicker entrance music to the
plate. I also give these guys the social award for joining forces at the Exchange to play limitless rounds of
flip cup and get completely intoxicated. I think these two teams should breed to make scoregasm
babies, who would of course, be born purple. – Michelle, KICK HEADS
Big shoutout to DERELICT MY BALLS’s Mike Armstrong for his continued willingness to get dirty and
sacrifice his body for the out.
COOL NAME PENDING would like to recognize the awesomeness that is BUREAUCRATS WITH BALLS and
thank them for an awesome game and an epic flip cup game. Thanks for a great game!!
BALLS TO THE MALL for the group effort in getting the Macarena started, thus making the night!! Way to
go on the joint dance party!!! Looking forward to a great season!! – COOL NAME PENDING
Shout out to the 99 PROBLEMS player who while kicking, lost his shoe not once, but twice in the same at
bat. – BALLS TO THE MALL

CRYSTAL PITCHER UPDATE
Wednesday at the Exchange…
They were enemies, then frenemies, now besties. MULTIPLE SCOREGASMS Federal and MULTIPLE
SCOREGASMS Capital have put aside their color biases and united under one belief: Two or more
SCOREGASMS in the same room spells wanton orgy. The night veered to bedlam when Ahmed their
waiter said, “How about I give you guys a stronger beer for the same price? We have a few kegs I’m
trying to blow.” Sure, they cried, bring out the entire keg! This tiger blood replica proved equally flipcup-inspirational and love-fest-inducing as many of them slow-danced, grinded and hugged it out brostyle. As Katy Perry would say, “No regrets, just love.”
Meanwhile at Irish Times…
BALLS OF GLORY invited Federal Team KICKERS AND SCREAMERS to Irish Times to drink with them.
When the handful of them made it out and were ready to play flipcup, BOG promised to make this a
night they wouldn’t forget. Together BOG and K&S tore up the dance floor in the Dungeon of Love. Yes
there was Riff Raff having sex in the corner, but it was obvious who was having the better time! At
closing time, It was still BOG, K&S, GFYITP and #WINNING holding down the Dungeon with the Riff Raff
looking on – jealous.
Thursday at Irish Times…
Thursday started off the way it always does – once the flipcup tables are put away the dance party
starts. The dance floor was owned by COOL NAME PENDING, BALLS TO THE MALL, and SWAMP
DONKEYS. BALLS TO THE MALL stepped up their game this year. After being overshadowed by CNP
during the whole offseason, they want their Crystal Pitcher back! Once they started doing Phantom
Double Dutch, it brought out multiple teams. The enjoyment of the crowds watching the doubledutch’ers are only increased when people started wiping out on the floor.
Ironically at 10:30 on both nights, Wednesday night actually had more kickballers on the dance floor
than Thursday. Wednesday only had 4 teams at the bar, Thursday had 12. Advantage Wednesday.
Wednesday had Riff Raff padding their numbers. Advantage Thursday. Result: a push! BALLS TO THE
MALL and COOL NAME PENDING are clearly the only two contenders for Crystal Pitcher at this point in
time.

PHOTOS

HOW BALLS TO THE MALL GOT THEIR GROOVE BACK

A PARTING POEM
There once was a team of Scoregasms
Known best for salacious spasms
They flipped ‘til the gloam
When lovers they brought home
To penetrate various chasms
-MULTIPLE SCOREGAMS FEDERAL
WHO DOESN’T LOVE A GOOD VENN DIARAM?

-BALLS TO THE MALL

BEAUTY AND THE GEEK
As a few of the INGLORIOUS BASTARDS were walking to their car some kickballers from one of those
other leagues were sitting outside at the Billy Goat Tavern challenged them to flipcup. Needless to say
they beat them 4-0, but that's not the important part. The important part is that tipsy Paul looks at one
of the Asian guys and starts saying "I know you! you were on that show Nerdy geeks and beautiful
women. At this point Michele is slightly worried that her tipsy boyfriend is just trying to eff around with
the guy, because she had never heard of such a show, but as Brian, Lindsey and Michele stand there
contemplating if Paul is being serious, the guy admits that he was IN FACT on Beauty and the Geek!

NOT GETTING GMOT OR TWTWTW?
Twitter: http://twitter.com/wakadccapital
Message Board: http://www.kickball365.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=103
Those are the mediums that get them first.
Email. Everyone gets emailed the link. If you don’t get it, check your Email address on the WAKA site
and/or check your Spam settings.
MEET US AT THE MESSAGE BOARD
Want to discuss last night? This newsletter? Happy Hour tonight? Meet us on the DC Capital Forum at
Kickball365:
http://www.kickball365.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=103

All right, that's it for this week. Now get back to work, SLACKERS!
Questions? comments? Unspeakable outrage? Andy_festa@yahoo.com
Have a great weekend and we'll see you on the fields next week!
Andy Festa
Captain, Balls of Glory
Newsletter Editor, DC Capital League
World Adult Kickball Association

